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like acupressure for your emotions!
Tapping is...

This powerful tool can be used 
to calm negative emotions and more:
➤ Turn a bad day around
➤ Get a boost of happiness, peace or patience
➤ Release anger, disappointment and overwhelm
➤ Reduce anxiety and fear
➤ Sleep better
➤ Lose weight
➤ Clear negative energy from others

☝ Get rid of old beliefs and uncover
beliefs you don't realize you have
☝ Clear blocks preventing you from
achieving goals
☝ Release any negative emotions
☝ Install new and healthy beliefs

Why Tap?
☝ Calm down the amygdala so you
get out of resistance and needing to
control
☝ Discover new ideas and solutions
☝ Manifest money
☝ And more!



How to get the most out of tapping

✔ Do it in a quiet
place where you
can focus

✔ Keep paper and
pen nearby

✔ Pay attention to
thoughts, images
and memories, and
write them down

✔ Pay attention to
how you feel in
your body (and
where), and write it
down

✔ Stay curious, and
keep a "fresh eyes"
mentality

Tapping Points



How to tap

Set-up Statement
(say 3 times while tapping on the karate chop point)

"Even though I feel [insert emotion], 
I honor and accept how I feel."

Before Tapping
☞ Identify the emotion you feel
☞ Rate the level of intensity of the emotion on a scale
from 1-10
☞ Start on the karate chop point with the set-up
statement
☞ After the set-up statement, begin at the eyebrow
point and tap on the negative thoughts.
☞ Tap each of the 8 points while stating the negative
thoughts in your mind
☞ Rate the level of intensity of the emotion on a scale
of 1-10
☞ Continue tapping on the negative thoughts until the
intensity of the emotion is below a 5 on the scale
☞ Do the positive tapping sound

"Even though I sometimes feel there's a lot going on, I get
distracted easily and feel frustrated and overwhelmed; I

honor and accept how I feel."

"Even though I feel as if there's too much going on, too
much information, too many distractions, and it can get

overwhelming; I honor and accept how I feel."

•

•



Negative Round
Eyebrow:  I get overwhelmed sometimes.

Side of Eye: And I don’t always know how
to manage everything.

Under Eye: There’s so much to do.

Under Nose: And so little time.

Chin: A lot of people count on me.

Collarbone: In business, at home and socially.

Under Arm: Sometimes I don’t have enough
time in a day.

Top of Head: No wonder I’m overwhelmed.

Eyebrow: All this overwhelm/stress.

Side of Eye: Sometimes I make things harder for myself.

Under Eye: I wish things were easier. 

Under Nose: I wish there was more time in the day.

Chin: But there isn’t.

Collarbone: So I feel a little stressed out sometimes.

Under Arm: I wish I could let myself be calm
and more productive.

Top of Head: Maybe I could be a little easier on myself. 
Wouldn’t that be nice!

Positive Round
Eyebrow: I want to feel more calm and productive. 

Side of Eye: I deserve to feel good about
myself and what I accomplish.

Under Eye: I’m open to doing things differently. 

Under Nose: I’m willing to be easier on myself. 

Chin: I’m ready to feel more calm throughout the
day and be more productive.

Collarbone: I appreciate that I’m starting to shift
how I think and feel. 

Under Arm: I love letting things be easy. 

Top of Head: When I let things be easy, I feel more
relaxed. 

Eyebrow: More calm and present.

Side of Eye: I’m better able to focus and get things done
faster and easier.

Under Eye: I’m in charge of my thoughts. 

Under Nose: I get to choose how I want to feel.

Chin: I choose to feel calm. 

Collarbone: I choose to remember to take deep breaths.

Under Arm: And move my attention onto the very next step.

Top of Head:
One step at a time. One breath at a time. I
choose to be calm as I carry on and have a
productive day! 

*Take a deep breath and rate your level of intensity*

*Take a deep breath and rate your level of intensity*

Continue tapping until the intensity level 
of the negative emotion is down to a zero.

And remember to breathe!



Thanks...

What you want to create most right now in your life
What’s preventing you from doing that
How I can help you

... for Tapping Into Calm & Productivity with me!

Interested in diving deeper into how you 
can gain more clarity and confidence to take 
the next inspired action step in your business?

          Schedule a free Laser-Focused Discovery Session with me!

This laser-focused discovery session will help me understand:

Apply here: 
https://nikkigangemi.com/call-application/

To learn more about me or my 
coaching business, you can find me:

Mindful Matters LLC                                                                 Please do not distribute

On the web at https://nikkigangemi.com/
On Facebook on my business page
(https://www.facebook.com/mindfulmattersliving/) and my group, "Reprogam
Your Mind for Success" (http://bit.ly/reprogramyourmindforsuccess)
Instagram at https://www.instagram.com/mindfulmattersllc/

https://nikkigangemi.com/call-application/

